Lexus rx 350 2004

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Lexus RX owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. The cost to replace the electronic components was excessive. In early , rear
springs both broke. Disappointed that Lexus control sensors were so expensive and no
aftermarket. Finally bacame a major leak requiring repair". Rack and pinion steering had to be
replaced". Super reliability up to now". Expected with a 15 year old car. Replaced PS
components, problem resolved". Replaced hose and clamp, no further leaks". Car was
manufactured in CA or possibly CA. Dealer replaced the pump with the same model pump , but
problem was not fixed. Eventually dealer tried a pump made for model m". All four air struts
were shot. May be normal wear and tear". Car only has 90, miles. Both rear springs broke in late
and must be replaced. No serious problem was detected before the inspection". Lexus covered
a majority of the repair". Understand to be a known issue. Treated as normal maintenance for
car this age". Also, from day one the trans has never been smooth". No complaints, just facts of
life". Dealer said fix would be approx. I fixed it myself after approx miles when I was at a place I
could stop and work. It gave no warning it was impending fail. Was noisy and wobbled badly".
Causing further damage to wheel and brakes". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Just stooped working and cd stuck. Hard to
find part. The problem is that the changer stops changing the disks, and does not eject. After
finally getting all my CDs out, now it will not load. Making do with portable CD unit". An attempt
to play more than one results in the unit continually engaging its loading mechanism, even with
the unit and the car powered down". Dealer did a replace with refurbished unit. Still trying to get
old discs from OEM unit, after six months. Replacement unit working fine. ReasOnable in our
opinion. Mark Levinson model". Tried all new cds and the same issues occured. Eventually the
system comes on but will not play any of the cds stuck in the system. Must replace unit,
including radio to fix. Lexus has no solution". Only plays one CD and sometimes not that. Afraid
to have it repaired because of the cracked and split dashboard. Could make that problem
worse". Gives "Error 4"". Thing is there are no cd's in it. I won't use because I think it'll damage
the cd or I won't be able to get it out". Says error 4, won't eject disks". Shortly thereafter CD
player intermittantly failed to accept inserted CDs. The problem progressively got worst. At last
attempt to insert CDs--approx. Seems to be a common problem that cannot be fixed only
replaced". The high end Mark Levin stereo is a lemon. High cost to fix.. Multiple CDs cannot be
loaded. It froze with a full load of disks. That unit lasted for 14 months and then failed with the
identical error code as before, within the last year. As the warranty had expired I did not want to
spend more money on this in such an old car, and have lived without it. But I miss it. Also I
would note that it is a very awkward item to service because while it is out of the dash, the
climate control cannot be adjusted, and the navigation is dead. It was about a month in the
shop. Not something to have serviced in the cold of the winter or heat of the summer. The worst
error locks up the CD player so that you have to turn off the car for maybe overnight for it to
recover. This error is the most frequent. I've researched the problem, and it is common to this
vintage of Lexus. As far as I've been able to discover, it has no solution except replacement. No
one has ever reported a permanent fix or repair. Has been replaced an still dos not work". The
backup camera still works when car is in reverse. The functionality of the touch screen is what's
inoperable". Can't adjust clock etc. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Left rear window trim fell off". Black trim that sets in a
channel on top of car was blown off in car wash. Also dash board cracked a couple of years
ago. Lexus said they will replace it, but waiting for parts". Seems like normal wear - nothing
effects utility of vehicle". Sort of triangular shaped. One day as I drove down the highway there
was a good awful noise. When I continued on again the loud noise but when I stopped to look
this time I saw that molding had snapped and most of it blew away. It seemed the little knobby
part broken and glue dried up too. I just glued it back on. Lasted about 2 years then came loose
again, and had to glue it back on again. As much persistence on our behalf, our local dealership
agreed to replace the dash at no cost". Long ugly cracks run over the entire surface of the dash.
Lexus was not willing to fix". Lexus has said they will fix it but have no parts available". I plan to
ask my service advisor about this. Body shop said it was from leak in window area that dripped

down to well. Disappointing and costly fix". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Lexus dealer say it is
functioning normally. Buld appeared to have "ruptured" and melted, depositing a carbon-like
film on light lense". Dealer has refused to fix or replace yet". A ballast failed. Subsequently,
after a rain, I discoved water inside the headlight housing. There appeared to have been an
unsuccessful earlier fix, with some sort of caulking. The HI lamp stopped working within a
month or so of car purchase. When I had the headlight examined, the igniter I believe it was
needed to be replaced. I elected to have the whole headlight assembly replaced--at what I felt
was an exorbitant price! Had no low beam for night driving. Lexus will not replace the cover. We
have had the issue with both of our cars over the years. Not covered by warranty. Long after
any warranty. Took over a year to get the part in and get it done. No complaints. Lexus did not
have to do this on older cars but they did. To me that indicated that their customers and cars
were very important. Both head lights were replaced under warranty. The dealer will not change
the coverings. It still emits, but it's weak". Crack at screen position". Power windows would not
always operate as ell as door locks. Changed stations on radio without being done by the
driver". This is a known problem for RX's". Researched online to find a TSB was once issued for
known leaks around the hatch area due to poor welds. Sun roof drainage leaking water. Water
was pooling underneath floor mat on front driver side". Via the sunroof. Apparently the drain for
the water on the sunroof was clogged". After the dealer opened the drains, I removed the water
from under the floor mats - not difficult , just time consuming". Body shop was able to remedy
the problem". Moisture level appears to be higher then normal". Also even with the top closed, a
small amount of water gets in". I had no problems with it, this was discovered at the , mile
check-up". The squeaks and rattles emanate from everywhere. The dashboard had a squeak
from about the first month of ownership. The dealer never could fix it. Problem not resolved.
Clicking coming from air conditioner system and not resolved. Been there for the last 8 years.
Dealer replaced A frame rebound bumper. Repair lasted a few months. The vehicle shocks
appear to be controlled, firm and not lea". Rattle in tailgate area. Service dept could not correct
any of these. Read window trim in cargo area fell off on both sides. This may have contributed
to some of noises". Still have not been able to locate what is making the sound". Suspect it may
be due to a dashboard replacement recall. Dealer replaced original dashboard in ". The noise is
louder as the temperatures get colder". It was some kind of plastic cover under the car which
was not important enough to replace after removing it". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
However, car functions normally". Now seized and replaced. Replaced all of the calipers several
times". Premature wearing out of brakes". Normal wear and usage. Made noise". Need for
repairs discovered by dealership during regular service". The disc Since then the brake system
has needed a complete overhaul. Stuck emergency brake cable etc". Problem with rear brakes,
in spite of minor maintenance earlier in year". Seems to be connected to getting wet and
temperatures". I took it there and they id'd the problem, gave us a loner car to go have lunch
and fixed the compressor and had us on our way in about 2 hours. THey did a great job". The
temperature can no longer be regulated. When an indicator burns out, it's near impossible to tell
if the automatic climate control system is on. These mixing boxes have gears which are
notorious for breaking or loosing teeth. The result is a clicking noise and inability to adjust the
temperature. Really bad. It can either blow too hot air or too cold air for the set cabin
temperature. It is outrageously expensive to fix! When warm weather arrived, it failed to perform
resulting in the dash removal and repair". So Evaporator was replaced". And had to be replac".
Due to the age of the vehicle and cost of other repairs needed, we chose to not have this issue
corrected. Otherwise I believe I'd be trying to run this vehicle to miles and believe it would be
easily obtained. Cost to repair may exceed current value of vehicle. Great car". Resealing front
coolant freeze plate was needed". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. My
worry is that the door won't open in an emergency or that because you have to give it such a
strong tug, the handle will break off ov". Have had to secure it with tape a number of times. Also
paint has worn off on both mirrors". This feature appears to be permanently stuck "on" on the
passenger side for the last year or so". Entire mirror assembly had to be replaced". Motor
failed". Claim that it is just dust but it is something we can't prevent and it means door is
sometimes closed on belt which makes us worry about safety and about hurting the door". The
truck did not have a scratch". Must be a faulty electric somewhere, as passenger side power
window also malfunctions sometimes. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Easy repair". This is the fifth time this has happened in the last eight
years. Lexus dealer can't seem to figure out haw to fix it. Very frustrating and costly". Glue dried

up so they say ". It is our 3rd radiator". They look for little problems before they become major
problems. Then they work with us to spread the work and cost over time. The radiator was
replaced because it had developed a small leak. Used three aftermarket radiators. Last time with
OEM radiator. Not repaired yet". A great vehicle and I own two of them Neither dealer nor Lexus
factory technicians can tell what's wrong, except that it's coming from left-front drive system.
It's VERY frustrating". I was told that it would not stop my car from operating but it would just
as I mentioned above get progressively worse. It should only dim when sensing bright
headlights approaching from the rear of the vehicle. However, it routinely dims during daylight
hours making it difficult to see behind the vehicle. Usually requires battery replacement before
battery should require it e. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Had to
replace them in order to pass smog test". Rusted inside. Cruise control, clock, warning lights,
body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or
exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. I
was driving a long distance and about 30 minutes before failure I started to notice irregularities
in the car's performance, and the Check Engine light came on. The annoying thing is that I had
just had the car completely serviced the week before and the electrical system checked. I had to
have it towed about miles. The mechanics tell me that this cannot be detected in advance but I
wonder However, given the age of the car it is not surprising that this part should need to be
replaced. Something draining battery to the point car will not start without a jump". Massive
labor to dig down and replace". After about minutes, the engine would start. Dealership could
not duplicate the problem, so remains unidentified". AAA came out and jumped it and it started
so I thought it was the battery. When I got back home and had my regular mechanic check it
out, he told me it was the starter. It was the most significant problem to me because it had the
potential to leave me stranded. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Mechanic drained fluid, changed filter, used an additive with new t-fluid that would expand
gaskets when hot to prevent leakage. So far so good. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I detected the problem
only because of an increasing burned oil odor that we could smell after diving the car. I se no oil
leaking and have not had it repaired". Recently, the fuel pump was replaced. In the process of
replacement, the timing belt was damaged again and needed to be replaced". Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Thought it was
blocked injectors; in fact, turned out to be an engine computer with problemshad replace it and
that one component ran 4 digits. Kind of expensive. There is a faulty gasket, but our mechanic
said it's not serious enough to replace due to the cost involved of removing parts of the engine
to get to the gasket. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
No sudden acceleration is possible". Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member?
Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Lexus RX
Change Vehicle. It balances a refined powertrain and comfortable ride with well-planned details
and a very quiet interior. Compared with its predecessor, the RX is quicker and quieter. It also
provides better braking and handling. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Finally bacame a
major leak requiring repair" Sammy B. Replaced hose and clamp, no further leaks" Edwin P.
Eventually dealer tried a pump made for model m" Alan M. May be normal wear and tear"
Shedrick A. No serious problem was detected before the inspection" Robert B. No complaints,
just facts of life" James S. Was noisy and wobbled badly" Thomas M. Making do with portable
CD unit" Darren E. An attempt to play more than one results in the unit continually engaging its
loading mechanism, even with the unit and the car powered down" David W. Mark Levinson
model" Rayford K. Says error 4, won't eject disks" Melissa A. Has been replaced an still dos not
work" S J. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The exterior molding on the rear window triangles
flew off. Left rear window trim fell off" Joe Y. Lexus said they will replace it, but waiting for
parts" Valerie L. As much persistence on our behalf, our local dealership agreed to replace the
dash at no cost" Jeffrey H. Buld appeared to have "ruptured" and melted, depositing a

carbon-like film on light lense" Carroll C. Crack at screen position" Catherine B. This is a known
problem for RX's" Richard O. Air or water leaks "Found the rear passenger area carpets soaked
after noticing the car windows were fogged in the morning. Apparently the drain for the water
on the sunroof was clogged" Robert Q. After the dealer opened the drains, I removed the water
from under the floor mats - not difficult , just time consuming" E L. Moisture level appears to be
higher then normal" Art S. Also even with the top closed, a small amount of water gets in" E L.
The vehicle shocks appear to be controlled, firm and not lea" Rayford K. This may have
contributed to some of noises" Sharon A. Still have not been able to locate what is making the
sound" Robert Q. Dealer replaced original dashboard in " Tom W. It was some kind of plastic
cover under the car which was not important enough to replace after removing it" Anonymous,
NC Lexus RX However, car functions normally" Sanjay H. Premature wearing out of brakes"
David G. Stuck emergency brake cable etc" Allan P. Seems to be connected to getting wet and
temperatures" Sammy B. THey did a great job" Albert P. When warm weather arrived, it failed to
perform resulting in the dash removal and repair" David W. And had to be replac" Julian M.
Locks and latches "when opening door on driver side the handle hangs up and you have to give
it a good tug to unlock and open door. My worry is that the door won't open in an emergency or
that because you have to give it such a strong tug, the handle will break off ov" Anonymous, VA
Lexus RX 3. This feature appears to be permanently stuck "on" on the passenger side for the
last year or so" Douglas J. Entire mirror assembly had to be replaced" Jack A. Claim that it is
just dust but it is something we can't prevent and it means door is sometimes closed on belt
which makes us worry about safety and about hurting the door" Anonymous, OH Lexus RX 3.
Easy repair" William H. Very frustrating and costly" Ken M. It is our 3rd radiator" Rebecca B.
Alternator "The battery light came on, then the next time I drove the car, approximately 12 hours
later, the car started and I drove about 3 miles before the engine died completely" Christine M.
Something draining battery to the point car will not start without a jump" Laura O. Dealership
could not duplicate the problem, so remains unidentified" Ned M. Coolers and lines "pressure
hose seeps fluid. Head gasket "A very slow oil leak that took a couple of months for me to even
notice because the oil leaked onto the engine and evaporated before it could drop to the
ground. I se no oil leaking and have not had it repaired" Robert V. In the process of
replacement, the timing belt was damaged again and needed to be replaced" Richard W. Engine
computer "Car started stumbling and running rough on the highway during a drive.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "Lost 2nd gear, common issue with these models" Aiden
L. No sudden acceleration is possible" Charisse H. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No
Data Available. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. SSC 4LH. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall
Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

